APPENDICES
(J) To the hearing of the views expressed by the British officers
selected by me as Advisers to the several Departments.
As regards the functions of these Advisers, they arc to be not
executive but advisory, but I trust that the Council and the members
in charge of Departments will realize that the officers whom I select
for the post of Adviser, having been so selected owhi£ to their long
experience of the working of the administration and their knowledge
of the conduct of the departments attached to the said Ministries,
it is necessary both that attention should be paid to their views and
that the latter should be taken into careful consideration.
(c) To the fact that in the last resort supreme control will vest in
my own person.
iv. It seems to me that the best method of conduct ing the
affairs of the Departments of State will be by the reference of all
matters concerning a particular Ministry to its Minister through his
Adviser, and it will be incumbent on the latter to refer communica-
tions and papers received to his Minister without delay, in
order that the Minister may be able to take action for the disposal
of the matter after consulting the Adviser* Similarly, if a Minister
desires to initiate action in regard to any matter concerning his
Ministry, it is necessary cither that he should call his Adviser into
consultation in the first instance or that he should send his orders to
the Department concerned through the Adviser so thai the latter
may be able to put forward his views before the matter takes
final shape.
v. Such being the position, it is necessary to make provision for
the contingency of a difference of opinion on any matter between
the Minister and his Adviser, thus:
(a) If in any case the Adviser tenders advice: to his Minister and
the latter feels unable to accept such advice, the Minister should
call the Adviser into consultation. If they art* unable to arrive
at an agreement after discussion of the matter, and if the Ad-
viser considers the matter of sufficient importance to be pur-
sued further, he will have the right to ask the Minister to refer
the matter to the Council of State for consideration* It will then
be incumbent on the Minister to suspend action on the matter
until the next meeting of the Council, when the subject will be
brought before it.
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